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The Campaign to Promote Interest in Language Study at Valdosta State College

by: Dr. Jose B. Fernandez

I've been asked to speak today on the various techniques which the faculty

members of the Department of Modern Foreign Languages of Valdosta State College

(Valdosta, GA) have developed, to promote interest in the study of foreign

languages and cultures.
--

I'm presenting these ideas to you not as sure-fire Ways to improve your

department, but only as suggestions and bases for programs which you might like

to try in your Own special situation.

Today we are living in an era when we are called on to justify our

existence at every turn and to determine in advance the necessity of what we

are asking our students to "buy". This phenomenon not only holds true in the

commercial world, but also in the area of academics.

Today's students ask, and justifiably so, "What must I .udy to graduate

and be successful?", but they also ask "Why?". The responsibility for answering

these basic questions falls directly on our should s, resulting in a required

change of stance from the one we had when all our students were forced into our

foreign language classes.

Our first line of defense becomes our first direction of attack: Information

and promotion. We are, of course, each assured of the inherent value of our dis-

ciplines, and that certainty is what we must convey to the students when they ask

"That ?" and "Why?". In response to these questions, we at Valdosta State College

have undertaken a massive promotional procriam, which I will now outline fOr you.

For a clearer presentation, I have broken our endeavors into two categories:

One external (things that we do for a public outside the college) and the other

internal. (things that we do for our own students and our college community).
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I. Our EXTERNAL ACTIVITIES concentrate on high school students, secondary*school

language teachers, and the general community.

A. For high school students we offer:

An ANNUAL STATE-WIPE ESSAY CONTEST IN FOREIGN LANGUAGES with

established topics for the various levels,

An ANNUAL LANGUACE FESTIVAL on our campus, the high point of

which is the noon banquet at which we make the awards to the
mA

winners of the essay contest. Besides promoting interest in

high school language programs, this event onlour campus has

the added advantage of familiarizing the students with our

college language program.

Our CULTURAL EXCHANGE PROGRAM enables us to make visits to
I

the high schools all around our area. Here various members

of my department, at the request ofthe high school teacher,

'ring a slide program, film program or cultural presentation

into the high school language class. Many times, our pro-

fessors are accompanied by foreign students from the college,

who add, authentic flavor to the discussions.

The VSC CLUB 'OF 10,000 is our response to the battle-cry

"United We Stand; Divided We Fall". Its idea is to unite

e,/ into one large group all the small high school foreign language

clubs. We began last year to register in our Club of 10,000

language students from around the state in order to give them

access to our sources of cultural material. Posters, slides,

films, pamphlets, and other cultural materials are available

in Spanish from the National Spanish Tourist Office in St.

Augustine, Florida, and in French from the Office of the Cul-

tural Attache, French Consulate, in New Orleans. In addition
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ye, offerfplanned trips to St. tugustinc and New Orleans. Thin

year, in cooperation with the Areign Study League, we are

offering a 28-day language study tour to France and to Spafri:

.

Also, in our efforts to promote interest in foreign languages,

Valdosta State College has assumed the responsibility fbr the

administration of the NATIONAL SPANISH EXAMINATION IN GEORGIA

and of the FRENCH CONTEST in our state. 'ITs extra

pffort is a resu4kille our dediiption to helping high school

language teachers promote interest among their students, fol

we feel that these competifions are excellept vehicles for

promotion and that they also strengthen us through association

with the AATSP and the AATF.

'bar newest effort to promote solidarity and pride among foreign

language,students ia our forthcoming first annual edition of

WHO'S WHO IN RETGN LANGUAGE STUDY TN GEORGIA HIGH SCHOOLS

AND JUNIOR COWGES) So far, the responfie_ihas been tremendous,

and we have now almost completed our computerized mailing list

of every foreign language teacher in Georgia. Each teacher

vily6 coritacted this month and requested to nominate his/her

belt language students for inclusion in this publication, which

1111 be released early in the spring. The idea for this project

'was suggested to us by a small news article in the FRENCH REVTEW

which reported inauguration of this project at the University

of Evansville in Indiana.

B. F r high school language teachers we offer: .

A quarterly MINT-UnBUIHOP dealing with typical classroom problems

of grammar, reading ,techniques, etc.

An ANNUAL SAMMY voltrrAor FOR ForirTrm LAHOUAcg TFACHEM, featuring

noted foreign language educators and state'foreign language consultants.
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Professor C. Lee Bradley, our Coordinator of French Studies has

been the overall director of this activity, and we are now, on

Stb 21, going to have our 5th ANNUAL WORKSHOP.

Wel so p blish a monthly NEWSLETTER for tbe spreading of ideas

and information about language meetings, eto:(and-to'serve as

a central pource, keeping teachers thriSUghoutthe state aware

A
of what others are doing and the successful devices they are

using to promote foreign lInguages.

C. For the community we have:

An INTERNATIONAL CHRISTMAS CLELBRATION in coon-unction with

our College Student Union and toDp Valdosta International Club.

This, celebration brings together persons of various nationali-

ties who provide our own students with an insight into foreign

cultures and with additional incentive for studying language:

Members of the community also participate in our -FOREIGN FILM

FESTIVALS, CULTtYRAL EXHIBITS, and our MAGIC CARPET PROGRAMS,

. ,

a cultural program of slides taken by our faculty members,

students and natives during trips to the country of our

target languages. These latter are d ned primarily for

increasing the understanding of foreign countries among our

./14
own students, but they are well attended by fOle community and

by high school students and teachers.

II. INTERNALLY - for our own college foreign language students, we have instituted

the following:

HOME LAB - a flexible system of providing, on loan, cassette

re,cordiOAf lab material to accompany the work in class.

V1PED CLASSES - for those students who miss class or who want

to review material il presented in class, each professor in our
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Department tapes his class-room presentation (elementary

as well as advanced) and these areomailable through our

Nome-Lab check-our system.

FREE TUTORING SESSIONS - one hopr daily, by native speakers of

French, German, and Spanish, as an adjunct to the lab expe rience.

Emphasis is on conversation, pronunciation, an4 review.

REVISED CURRICULUM DESCRIPTIONS - we are now in the process of

renovating our catalogue descriptions of our language courses

in order to provide a more descriptive and appealing statement

of what the student can eXpect to learn in each course. For

vcample,.Spanish 101 - Elementary Spanish, is not very exciting,

and we are planning to change it.

DOUBLE SPECIALIZATION - in an effort to provide our students

with more opportunities for employment with a bachelor's degree,

we urge them to combint another specialization with Spanish,

French, German and Russian. For example, we have students studying

Language and Business, Language and Education, Language and Psy -

chology, Language and English, Language and Sociology, an even

Language and Biology.

maulmmaga- we are also expanding into new fyelds

of study in which foreign languages play a major par . We are.'

now awaiting approval of a M. Ed. with emphasis in a foreign

lanpage (Spam h, French, German) and are also working on

programs in International Studies and International Business.

Ladies and Gentlemen, this is vorkisg!! In recent years, we have increased

our enrollment steadily from one year to the next. A great portion of our success,

we believe, is due to the many signs posted all over 90 campus announcing our

-activities and procluming our slogan: "WE CARE!" In our spirit of cotperution
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With colleagues, we believe that working together is the only way by which- y can

.

restore the stu of foreign languages to the prestigious posit) which it de-

7
serves, ,.

, . . MECAUSE.WE CARE!

f you have any.questions or would like to be placed on our mailing 'ist,

ilk I would appreciate your writing your name ddress, and the language you are

connected with on one of these cards so that e can stay. in touch with each other.

Thank you. 4--
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